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Jennifer Beech and Julia Anderson 

Teaching the Obama Generation: 

Helping Composition Students Enter 
and Remain in the Public Sphere 

AS CHRISTIAN WEISSER NOTES RECENTLY IN MOVING BEYOND

Academic Discourse. Composition Studies and the Public Sphere, the new key word in composi

tion studies is public. Indeed, for quite some time, critical pedagogues have been at a 

quandary in considering how to get students to think beyond single-authored arguments and 

problematic service-learning pedagogies that position student as saviors or a resume 

builders. We believe that compositionists may be at a kairotic moment for involving college 

students as active citizens in public discourse ifwe take our cue from the Obama campaign, 

which targeted a young counterpublic ignored by other political campaigns to recruit and 

retain volunteers effectively enough to resoundingly win the 2008 United States Presidential 

election. We want to make clear up front, however, that we are not advocating recruiting col

lege students for a particular political party (one of us voted for Obama, while the other did 

not) or even for encouraging a party affiliation. Rather, we feel the amount of youth involve

ment in the Obama campaign and beyond suggests that this current generation of students 

is, perhaps, more ready to mobilize for the purposes of a wide range of literate involvement 

in participatory democracy than any we've taught within the last few decades. Further, we 

urge compositionists teaching at variety of institutions-from two-year business and commu

nity colleges to other open-admissions schools to more top-tier universities-to adapt a range 

of pedagogical strategies for involving students in what they and we might consider relative

ly safe to more politically risky engagements with civic discourse and collective action. 

As Elizabeth Mendez Berry notes in "The Obama Generation, Revisited," the Presi

dent's campaign succes fully recruited a youth population overlooked by previous presiden

tial campaigns, going for youth under thirty in previously ignored urban, as well as rural 

areas. Thousands of youth volunteered for the campaign, which empowered them with 

responsibilities previously only given to senior staffers or seasoned volunteers: "team leader, 

campus captain, data coordinator, phone bank captain or house party captain" (Berry 14). 

Charged with a range of real responsibilities, these volunteers felt empowered on the cam

paign and beyond the election-day victory, which secured an historical "66 percent of voters 

under 30, increasing the Democratic share of the youth vote by 12 percent over 2004" (13). 
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Berry goes on to detail recent intervi ews with a range of volunteers, noting that almost all 

have continued their community involvement since the election: "As former staffer Marcus 

Ryan, 25, says, 'Once you turn on the community organizing perspective, it's hard to turn it 

off'" (qtd. in Berry 13) . It is just this continued spirit of participatory democracy that we com

positionists need to tap into . 

Beyond Narrow Conceptions of the Public Sphere: 
Valuing Mini- and Counter-Publics 
President Obama and his staff are no strangers to the public sphere, for, of course, they have 

access to the bully pulpit: they may arrange town-hall meetings, make television or radio 

addresses, and give news conferences at will. Our students and we, ordinary citizens that we 

are, do not have such ready access to what Jurgen Habermas has identified as the bourgeois 

public sphere. As Weisser and others have noted, having students constru ct political argu

ments or even write letters to editors does not necessarily result in our students' engagement 

with the public sphere. Suggests Weisser, "Letters to the editor are one-way assignments; stu

dents put effort into writing them but get little subsequent response .... They surmise that 

the public sphere is a realm where nothing gets accomplished-at least not by them" (94) . If 

we want our students to value and achieve sustained engagement with the public sphere, we 

need to help them recognize, locate, and strategize ways to enter a variety of public spheres 

(plural)-from more safe to more risky and from radical to more traditional iterations. 

Certainly, no serious co mposition theorist can ignore the concept of the public 

sphere as put forth by Jurgen Habermas in his ground-breaking The Structural Transformation 

of the Public Sphere, which posits an idealized 17th-century bourgeois public sphere in which 

everyo ne supposedly participated equally and bracketed their differences . DeLuca and 

Peeples' summary of the Habermasian public sphere is helpful for understanding its attrac

tiveness to critical pedagogues wishing to help their students enter into it: 

(I)deally the public sphere denotes a social space wherein private citizens gather as 

a public body with the rights of assembly, association, and expression in order to 

form public opinion . The public sphere mediates between civil society and th e 

state, with the expression of public opinion working to both legitimate and check the 

power of the state. This public opinion is decidedly rational ... (128) 

Key feminists, like Nancy Fraser and Susan Wells, however, have been instrumental 

in helping us understand the limits of access into this idealized public sphere for non-domi

nant groups, arguing, instead for the usefulness of theorizing sub-altern counterpublics

smaller; safer, alternative spheres of discourse where collective, local action works to address 

civic issues and injustices. For Fraser, such subaltern public spheres are necessary to 
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increase the number of issues addressed in America's stratified society. According to Fraser, 

subaltern publics function both "as spaces where the oppressed can withdraw, regroup, and 

heal and ... as 'tra ining grounds' for the development of discourse or action that might agi

tate or disrupt wider publics" (Weisser 122-3). Along similar lines, Michael Warner asserts 

that "some publics are defined by their tension with a larger public" and "this type of public 

is-in effect-a counterpublic" (qtd . in Butler 

60). For those not authorized in wider public 

forums, such counterpublics and / or mini

publi cs offer prime spots to be heard and to 

mobilize for collective action. To some extent, 

when we ask students to constru ct political 

arguments or to write letters to editors, we 

are asking them to imagine or literally enter 

into an in timidating wider public sphere, 

where they run the risk of attack or-perhaps 

worse-may simply be ignored. 

Fraser, speaking from the perspective 

ofa historically marginalized counterpublic

women-says that marginalized groups must 

find and use other mini-public spheres to get 

the ir concerns in the public ear. She gives the 

"For those not 

authorized in wider 

public forums, such 

counterpublics and/or 

mini-publics offer 

prime spots to be 

heard and to mobilize 

for collective action:' 

example of domestic violence, viewed historically as a private matter by the predominately 

white males who have traditionally dominated the public sphere. Feminists, tired of seeing 

the ir sisters abused and ignored, used journals, research centers, conferences, local meeting 

places and the media to bring this long-buried issue into the open and seek justice for bat

tered women . Most importantly, feminists also negotiated with other public and private 

spheres to make domestic violence a legitimate common concern previously condem ned in 

the public sphere. Effective communication with other, more prominent public spheres was 

the key to success here, and Weisser makes the point tha t different spheres must communi

ca te with each other to be successful in promoting the common good. Indeed, Obama's vol

unteers effectively communicated with both smaller and larger publics to make his campaign 

successful; hence, we might, likewise, help our students locate and enter mini-, safer publics 

with the wider aim of them developing skills and strategies for eventually reaching out to 

ever-widening publics. 

Weisser cites Susan Wells's article "Rogue Cops and Health Care: What Do We Want 

from Public Writing7 " as his call-to-arms for championing entry into the public sphere (132). 
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Wells's powerful piece shows how an African-American 'Temple University student, Arthur 

Colbert, armed with knowledge of effective public communication, made a difference at the 

local level. In 1991, Colbert was an innocent victim of police brutality and racial injustice, but 

instead of being intimidated into "not making trouble," he used his college education and 

training to make enough trouble to topple the police force. The pen was mightier than the 

police! This was change on the local community level by a newly-minted member of the edu

cated middle class. Colbert effectively used the police department's own sanctioned 

weapon-a complaint form provided and obtained at his corrupt local police station-to effect 

change for the common good simply by writing a coherent complaint: "The officer in charge 

was impressed: unlike other complaints against these policemen, Colbert's was 'coherent and 

concise, loaded with deta ils'" (Wells 325). Wells expressed pride that this student had learned 

his skills at her university. Certainly, while we hope that none of our students finds them

selves in similar situations, every composition teacher would be proud to have worked with 

that student because he effectively applied the skills he learned in his composition classes. 

Yet, Colbert's example is still that of single-authored authority, which in that instance was 

successful but in many instances would not be. Hence, we would argue for research projects 

and writing assignments that help students appreciate the value ofa multi-pronged approach 

to civic discourse that combines more locally-based collective action with single and coll ab

oratively-authored discourse. 

Helping Students Locate, Research, and Collectively 
Enter Local Mini-Publics 
Think of the college classroom as, itself, a mini-public sphere, composed of the instructor 

and students from various races, classes, and (trans)genders, with various (dis)abilities and 

affiliations, and other competing/ contradictory subjectivities. Capitalizing on this genera

tion's success in entering various public spheres, instructors can act as further catalysts for 

getting students involved and maintaining the collective action momentum. Obama's volun

teer slogan embodied the "Respect, Empower, Include" invitation, one which has potential for 

the coll ege writing classroom as well. Using the college classroom to recruit students to 

actively participate in local or campus mini-publics can be a safe way for students to get their 

feet wet. Instructors who want their students to actively participate in the public sphere 

should teach WIIFM (What's in It for Me) as a motivator at the college level. They can assign 

Susan Wells's article to showcase her example of a college student who successfully changed 

the system by writing a factua l, well-thought-out complaint, which for ou r purposes is an 

argument. Julia , who teaches basic and professional writing at a business college, shares 

excerpts from Wells's article, summarizing the rest for her students as a way to engage them 
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in discussions about the possible uses for writing beyond the classroom. Wh en Jennifer 

teaches a junior-level rhetoric and writing course comprised mostly of non-English majors, 

she assigns the entire article before beginning a unit on "Writing for Community and Civic 

Purposes." In essence, then, we make use of articles like "Rogue Cops" and other "success" 

stories to hel p our students believe that they can use writing to make a difference in the ir and 

others' lives. As writing teachers, of course we buy into Steve Benton's contention that, "Argu

ment skills are portable .... Argument may not help you fix a carburetor, but it can help you 

negotiate a bank loan, which you can then use to open your own garage" (253); however, sim

ply making such a claim to our students is not always or often convincing. Teaching, as we 

do, Southern students from mostly working-class backgrounds (whether they consciously 

cla im that affiliation or not), we feel it is important to seek a range of strategies for helping 

student recognize the value of public discourse for fighting injustice, for as Patrick Finn has 

noted, often students from the working class have developed the "you can't fight city hall atti

tude" (86-87). Also, for students who come from communities where folks often depend upon 

collective authority (be it from front porch networks, church groups, unions, etc.), collective 

action projects present an especially em powering way for students from non-mainstream 

backgrounds to learn argument and other writing skills. As Alexandra Hidalgo contends, 

"G roup work helps working-class students feel more comfortable with the learning process by 

recreating in the classroom the values of the collective over the individual that they grew up 

with at home, thus making their transition into college life a smoother one" (11 ) . 

Further, as a number of composition scholars have argued, too often we tend to dismiss 

students as apathetic when, in fact, we fail to recognize and capitalize on what does concern 

them. Benton cites Gerald Graff's "Hidden Intellectualism" in which Graff argues that the reason 

teachers face glassy-eyed students on a regular basis "is not so much that students lack the nec

essary fire in the belly when it comes to matters intellectual as that teachers often fail to make 

good use of the intellectual fires students already have going" (Benton 251 ). Graff's method is to 

ge t students to argue about what interests them, pointing to topics like sports, which professors 

have tended to underrate (27). In "Hoods in the Polis," Julie Lindquist takes Graff's challenge a 

step further, contending, "Engaging in argument does make you part of something .... Maybe 

we should direct our energies into exploring how argument and inquiry serve community 

needs, how they work to constitute publics, rather than treat argument either as the irreducible 

expression of social quirks or as a Habermasian route to civic truth" (268). Like Graff, Lindquist 

believes we should capitalize on what turns students on but not simply for the purposes of get

ting them engaged in argument in order to create traditional intellectuals, but rather for the sake 

of improving the community (creating public or Gramscian organic intellectuals). Lindquist con

tinues, "We who teach first-year writing ca nnot help but make the relationship between what 



happens in the universi ty classroom and what happens in larger public domains our central con

cern" (269) . Lindquist cites Nancy Mack, as wondering if "fake fights must be some kind of 

upper-class preoccupation" for practitioners of academic argument (Mack, qtd in Lindquist 269). 

To become passionately-and permanently-involved, stude.nts must feel that their arguments 

matter and they must feel equipped to effectively communicate-not to embarrass themselves, 

get in trouble, or be ignored. 

Instructors who use the Obama campaign's recruitment strategies, coupled with best 

practices garnered from composition scholarship on collaborative writing, can multiply this 

success rate. That is, we need to crossbreed with the Obama campaign's crucial recruiting 

strategies to instill fervor in our students. Unlike the McCain camp, Obama's campaign tar

geted 17-year-olds in states like Iowa who could participate in the state caucuses-and won 

the primary. Instructors can target every student to become an active citizen engaged in indi

vidual and collective action. Different aspects of Obama's charisma-his persona, back

ground, issues, vision, and style-appealed to different young volunteers. In the classroom , 

different causes will appeal to different students. Berry notes that story-telling was a key 

recruiting strategy for the field campaign: local Obama field organizers met individually with 

prospective volunteers and shared stories about why they were attracted to the campaign

creating instant bonding (14). In effect, my story and your story became our story: I + I = 

We. Likewise, teachers can hold in-class and individual conference-style brainstorming ses

sions to find out where students' interests and strengths lie; this is a pedagogical strategy sim

ilar to the use of generative themes that Shor has often borrowed from Freire (see 

Empowering Education and When Students Have Power). In the classroom, after discussing the 

success of a student like Colbert, we can share articles like Berry's, which details the success 

stories of the overall Obama campaign and the continu ed civic involvement of the initial vol

unteers. Hopefully, like Zack Exley of MoveOn.org, our students will be inspired with the 

Obama field campaign's "leap of faith in ordinary people" (qtd. in Berry 14) . 

The teacher can be the next to share her own exciti ng success story to build an ethos 

and rapport with students and, of course, encourage students to share any success stories of 

their own. Start small , and lead by example. For instance, Julia often shares stories of her 

participation in canine rescue networks, noting that she alone cannot save as many animals 

as she is able to by working with others. She relates the role that single and co-authored dis

course plays in a multi-pronged approach to animal rescue: from recruiting brochures to ani

mal locator websites to letters to elected officials and more. Likewise, Jennifer shares with 

her students the multi-pronged collective action approach taken on her campus in conj unc

tion with the nation-wide Campus Equity Week to work to avoid the abuse and over-use of 

contingent faculty, relating her English department's success in converting multiple adjunct 
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positions into continuing lectureships with retirement and health benefits. While we discuss 

such traditional civic discourse strategies as employed in writing letters to editors and elect

ed officials, we emphasize that these work best when combined with other types of collective 

discourse: public tabling events, town hall meetings, petitions with many signatures, round

table discussions, co-authored brochures and flyers , on so on. Because of the negative conno

tations often associated with the word "activism," we tend to emphasize "active citizenship" 

in a variety of potential local communities, and we emphasize discourse designed to bring 

more participants to the table, as opposed to activities that seem designed to shut folks up or 

out. For instance, our students seem especially predisposed to view negatively and wish to 

avoid anything involving "protest." Hence, students were more willing to view the activities 

of Campus Equity Week in a positive light when they were discussed as a "public awareness" 

campaign than when in a different semester, Jennifer had used the language of "protesting 

the abuse and overuse of contingent labor." Students tend to resist taking on the subjectivity 

of "activist," but are much more willing to think of themselves as responsible citizens effect

ing positive change on a local level. 

Like the Obama youth organizers, we can target every student by asking for success 

stories from their home communities. Once students have a taste of success in the public 

sphere, ideally, they'll want more. As Berry notes, this is in fact what happened with the 

Obama volunteers: "In interviews with thirty young people around the country who worked 

on the Obama field campaign, almost all said that they continued their activism well after the 

endorphins of winning wore off' (13). Others went on to work in non-profit, while some 

returned to college and yet others are currently unemployed; still, most have had some con

tinued engagement with the public in varying fashions. 

One safe and fairly traditional academic approach is to assign students to research 

and share collective action success stories. This can be done as a stand alone assignment, but 

ideally it will serve as a pre-cursor to a collaborative project in which the students will actu

ally communicate with a campus or other local mini-public. In her English 300: Intermedi

ate Rhetoric and Composition course, for example, Jennifer assigns students to conduct and 

write up an "Analysis ofa Mini-Public" (see Appendix A). The assignment, itself, was inspired 

by Weisser's call for compositionists to "highlight the ways in which material forces shape 

what gets said, who gets heard, and how these forces have structured public discourse 

throughout history" (98). This assignment asks students to pick a local or campus issue or 

organization and to investigate a range of questions concerning the current public conversa

tions around the issu e, as well as to consider possibilities for continuing the conversation and 

moving it toward productive action. Students must write up the answers to a series of ques

tions around the topic, as well as advocate for a range of discourse stra tegies and activities 



that a collaborative group might engage in with the public. Students need significant help in 

brainstorming for a range of issues, and we feel it useful to begin by having them identify the 

various communities to which they already belong or have affiliation. Instructors can ask 

what concerns students or their fe llow community members, and what they would like to see 

change or improve. We feel this assignment is important for helping students understand the 

historical value of others' experiences with civic discourse and collective action; students 

need not reinvent the wheel, so to speak. 

Here is where class guests are also usefu l. Instructors can invite local organizers 

from political and non-p rofit groups to share stories of successes and pitfalls they have 

encountered when working with others to enter the public sphere. It is important to invite a 

range of guests so that not all visitors seem clearly leftist or radical activists. Online 

resources, like YouTube, are also handy for watching and discussing public demonstrations 

and interviews. In spring 2009, Jennifer participated with her ca mpus union in a demonstra

tion designed to ask the public to encourage the governor to adopt national stimulus funds for 

higher education . Prior to the demonstration, she invited to class one of the union stewards 

so that he could share the multi-pronged approach the union was taking with this issue: from 

press releases to local news media to banners to sound bites to petitions and letters to the gov

ernment. The students had time to ask questions ofboth the steward and their professor. Jen

nifer was surprised by how littl e the students in one of her classes knew about unions. 

Following the demonstration, then, the students watched in class the online clips from the 

news stories run by local television stations-clips that actually showed Jennifer, other pro

fesso rs, and students communicating with passersby and the media . Again, we assert the 

importance of modeling for our students our own engagement with the local public. 

The first time she assigned this analysis, Jennifer required every student to complete 

it individually; then, she used the analytical reports as a way to brainstorm and fo rm collab

orative groups. The next time, however, Jennifer plans to have students conduct and write up 

this analysis collaboratively so the process more realistically mimics that way coll ec tive 

action works. A follow-up assignment asks students to join with like-minded peers in the 

class to implement a collective action project (see Appendix B) . Since students are going to 

be much more motivated if they choose a cause that truly interests them, the class might 

first narrow down 4-5 projects they think worthwhile pursuing and then sign up for the topic 

that best fits their interests, or they might form groups and then choose a topic. (We have had 

success with either approach) . During the ca mpaign, Obama field organizers asked each new 

volunteer to commit to handling a project, something that fe lt empowering as a "first big 

responsibility" (Berry 14); volu nteers weren't restricted to perceived busy work, like answer

ing the phone or handing out flyers as happened with Kerry and McCain's campaigns. Like-
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wise, the teacher will need to help groups delegate authority and responsibili ty. The Obama 

field staffers had fa ith that their new charges would deliver, and they essentially told their 

gree n volu nteers, "The work won't get done unless you do it. Barack won't win unless you 

help him" (Berry 14) . Classroom instructors can use this call to action, too: "Things won't 

change unless we work together to hel p change them." 

As much composition scholarship on collaboration has taught us, students need guid

ance in learn ing and implementing successful collaborative skills (see Rebecca Moore 

Howard). Teachers must help structure collaborative assignments and put into place mecha

nisms that hold students individually, as well as coll ectively accountable. This is where we 

utilize th e "Collaborative Contribution Self-Assessment" sheet (see Appendix C), which 

requires group members assess their own and their group members' contributions; while the 

group project will receive one grade, the self-assessments will aid the instructor in assigning 

individual participation grades. As with any type of collaboration-whether in class or 

beyond-there are always differing levels of participation and investment in the projects. In 

the four diffe rent classes Jennifer has used this assignment, there have been usually two 

groups where members have reported a couple of group members doing less than their share 

of the work. Because this is an issue that is likely to come up in community collaboration, we 

spend some time in class discussing delega tion of authority and strategies for having a back

up plan should members fall ill or simply fa il to perform. The groups will assign roles and 

tasks, give a plan and timeline to the instructor, give a presentation to the class (and period

ic updates) detailing what they did and what resulted from it, and turn in a portfolio of doc

uments created for the project. Students can investiga te anything from campus bookstore 

price gouging to how to change the campus food choices to increasing local recycling efforts 

to how to recruit more participation in the campus Baptist ministry (all topics that students 

in our classes have, actually, investigated)-whatever genuinely, passionately interests them. 

Because of the latitude given by the assignment, students tend to , but not always, group up 

with more politically like-minded students. Conservative Christians, for instance, have fe lt 

comfortable with creating recruitment materials for the campus Baptist ministry. And, in

class brainstorming has helped them understand possible resistance to the organization that 

they'd want to address in their materials. In a write around activity, students list their issue 

or organization and their discourse goals on a sheet of paper. Other students are asked to play 

"devil 's advocates," listing possible counterarguments or reasons to resist. So, for instance, 

several students wrote that campus residents may not want to go to the Baptist Center for 

fear of"being preached at" or "made to feel guilty." Others expressed concerns about whether 

non-Baptists or non-Christians would be welcomed. The Baptist ministry group, then , 

addressed some of these concerns in their materials. Likewise, when another group intend-



ed to address human trafficking, they were surprised at how many of their classmates felt 

that it was not a local issue or one of much concern for students; several wrote that it seemed 

a "problem out there." This provided a good opportunity to discuss how to generate interest 

in what might be an apathetic or resistant audience; as a result, the group decided to use a 

viewing of the movie Tu.ken, along with statistics about human trafficking in Tennessee and 

Georgia, as a way to open up discussion of the topic on campus. 

Our students have tended away from more risky ventures, like picketing abortion 

clinics or protesting immigrant labor. However, like any assignment that asks students to 

engage with contemporary issues, there is always the chance for students to take stances on 

issues that make a teacher feel uncomfortable. Here, Richard Miller's discussion in "Fault 

Lines in the Contact Zone" is useful for reminding us that teaching practices that shut down 

such politically offensive stances or treat them as fiction are not productive. Again, this ped

agogy is not about steering students towards any one political persuasion so much as it is 

about encouraging ethical engagements in the public sphere. The mini-public analysis, along 

with the write around activity, help students give considerable thought to the stances of var

ious stakeholders and to strategies that have had more or less success in the past. These ped

agogical strategies, while not fool proof, tend to discourage off-the-cuff jumping into the fray 

of argument and encourage, instead, civil discourse. 

For the students to be more successful in transmitting their messages to the public 

sphere, they also need to use technology and, like the feminists on the domestic violence 

issue, target counterpublic communities. Students can use Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, 

YouTube, blogs, e-mail, text messaging, neighborhood or community meetings, students at 

other schools-however they feel they can effectively spread their message. Students can 

start with smaller public spheres and work their way up, and-if the students' message is 

compelling enough-the smaller spheres can network with each other too. To avoid disap

pointment, the students must target the right segment(s) of the public or counterpublic

people who should favorably respond to the students' message, for as Weisser writes, "Public 

writing consists of more than expressing your opinion about a current topic; it entails being 

able to make your voice heard on an issue that directly confronts or influences you" (94). In 

her Nation article, Berry cites Professor Peter Dreier "who teaches community organizing at 

Occidental College and trained Obama campaign workers, [as saying] that the key change 

from previous presidential elections is the difference between marketing a product and acti

vating a community. 'This campaign was about building relationships among people that last 

beyond election day'" (14). A politically-active community is an ongoing, sustained effort 

based on relationships and dialogue among individuals, groups, publics, and counterpublics. 

For the field campaign, that relationship building started first amongst field organizers, who 
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"an ongoing, sustained 

effort based on 

relationships and dialogue 

among individuals, 

groups, publics, and 

counterpublics" 

built welcoming offices that became hang

outs for their young volunteers; networking 

began with the very small mini-local public 

of the organizers in a specific area. Like

wise, successful classrooms need to be safe 

public spheres where students can b ond 

over their collective action projects, and in

class time must be reserved for collabora

tion. In essence, the classroom is a 

campaign office for multiple campaigns. 

The instructor cannot simply sit back and 

wait for the students to complete the assign

ments; the instructor must be a mentor, cheerleader, and coach who supports, encourages 

and guides the students. If the students feel their teacher is just going through the motions, 

chances are they will perform half-heartedly, too. Hence, the instructor must balance the 

classroom schedule between discussion days for rhetorical and civic strategies, collaborative 

work days, and peer review days where different groups can share and get feedback from 

each other. 

The Organize for America website reminded us of the JFK campaign's timeless plea: 

"Ask not what your country can do for you, but what you can do for your country." The cur

rent message on BarackObama.com is, "Now is the time to meet our responsibilities to our

selves and to our children and serve a better, healthier future for genera tions to come. That 

future is within our grasp. So, let's go finish the job." Composition instructors can use this 

mantra to inspire their students, no matter what their political persuasion. At its core, the 

president's message is change, not politics. 

Julia , who teaches English at a career college, which requires that she take more of 

a current-traditional grammar-based approach to writing instruction, offers students in her 

English I course the opportuni ty to earn extra credit when they participate in the vocabu

lary-building exercises available on FreeRice.com. The site, which allows users to identify the 

meanings of increasingly difficult vocabulary words, announces, "For each answer you get 

right, we donate 10 grains of rice through the UN World Food Program to help end hunger." 

Julia and her students have found the site addictive, yet one of her students recently 

expressed the concern that the rice went to feed people in distant locales, rather than people 

in our own home communities. Julia picked up on this comment to lead a whole-class discus

sion about area food banks and how the students might affiliate with them in order to take 

their community action local. Ideally, then, she would have invited guests from the food 



bank, but the fast-paced curriculum of a six-week course did not allow for it. But, this is what 

we mean by starting small and working within the material restraints and conditions of our 

institutions. Some of us may only be able to have such extra-credit assignments and brief 

class discussions. Others of us may be able to assign or summarize articles like "Rogue Cops" 

and "The Obama Generation, Revisited" and share our own success stories with collective 

action. Still, others of us may be able to assign the types of analyses of civic campaigns we 

discuss above or even the collective action project we detail. 

For the collective action project, Jennifer's students have engaged in a variety of dis

courses with the campus public on a range of issues and concerns: created recruitment mate

rials for campus organizations; engaged in public awareness campaigns to help education 

majors recognize and address signs of child abuse (some of their materials have been bor

rowed by Education professors) ; created web sites to educate citizens about the stances of 

local politicians; and other challengin_g engagements with the campus mini-public. The one 

group that got the most enthused over their project and even generated the engagement of 

others on campus was one that addressed price gouging in campus convenience stores. Early 

on, group members took a list of products ranging from personal hygiene to food and school 

supplies and compared prices to a variety of off-campus stores, discovering that in almost 

every case, products were marked up 50 to even 300 percent. Then, they created a colorful 

tri-fold display for a tabling event in the University Center. In class, we discussed the chal

lenge of getting passersby to actually stop and look at the chart, as well as how to motivate 

others to action . Based upon feedback from other groups, this group then created a price 

guessing game that offered free candy to passersby who guessed which store offered an item 

at a cheaper priced. What seemed most exciting was that the tabling even garnered positive 

feedback and 100 signatures on a petition directed towards the campus food service. While, 

perhaps, none of the projects have resulted in sweeping changes, we hope the biggest change 

is in the students' confidence to successfully engage with others in the public. 

We heed Weisser's cautio n that activ ist intellectuals should not expect sweeping 

changes when they and their students participate in the public sphere: "We can only hope to 

enable the fifty or more students we come into contact with at least once a week to become 

more critical of the world around them. And we cannot expect to make changes in more than 

a few of their lives each semester" (128) . Weisser thinks that teachers are able to influence a 

few studen ts each semester-a hundred or so over a teaching career-and, as a result of these 

students, change will happen gradually, starting at a local level in the educated middle class. 

However, we are enthusiastic about the current generation of students with whom we are 

working, and we encourage others teaching writing to take that leap of faith in their students 

by starting small and going for more challenging engagements with civic discourse. 
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Appendix A 
Analysis of a Mini-Public 

Genre: Analytical Report 

Length: 2.75-4 pp . single-spaced, typed, with headers, in memo/ report format 

Audience: Fellow participants in English 300 

Due Dates: Peer Review Feb. 23 Polished Version Due March 2 

Purpose: In Moving Beyond Academic Discourse, Christian Weisser urges us to 

"recognize that culture, politics, and ideology shape public conversations," and he adds, "We 

should highlight the ways in which material forces shape what gets said, who gets heard, and 

how these forces have structured public discourse throughout history" (98). Hence, Weisser 

advocates taking a strategic approach to civic discourse : 

Such an approach will necessitate that writers research the histories of the issues 

they choose to address to find out how the conversations surrounding them have 

been shaped. At the same time, they will need to consider what is not said, whose 

voices have bee n excl uded from the conversation, and how ideology has normalized 

certain features of public discussions they're ente ring. (99) 

Conducting such an analysis may help you and those with whom you will collaborate 

to strategically plan for more effective, rhe torically savvy discourse. It may help you to reach 

a wider audience and to devise ways to bring more stakeholders into the conversa tion. 

The scope of your analysis will depend largely upon the history and complexity of 

the conversation you propose to enter (or to start). Conducting research will help you to cre

ate a CALL TO ACTION and a multi-pronged PLAN FO R ACTION. Later, your collaborative 

groups will choose from amongst plans created in th is class for Portfolio2. 

Formatting Considerations and Parts of the Analytical Report: 
Consider this report a public, in fo rmational document and , thus, fo rmat it so that information 

and various key parts are visually accessible. Headers, as well as careful use of white space, 

font size, bullets, numbers, visuals, etc, help readers ga in quick access to di ffere nt parts of 

your analysis. If you cite any sources, coordinate those with a Works Cited list near the end 

of your document. 



Key Questions to Research/Analyze: 
1. Who has been speaking about this issue recently and what have they been 

saying? 

2. What is at stake? (what happens if nobody or few people act or if different 
actions are taken?) 

3. What kinds of arguments are being made about this issue? 

4. Who are the potential audiences for debating or weighing different takes on 
this issue? Who should care? 

5. What kinds of texts does the issue / organization need? 

6. Under what budget constraints will you/ the organization be operating? 

7. What kinds of appeals will work best with various target audiences? 

8. What might be your collaborative group's role in addressing this issue? 

Parts of the Report: 
• Memo Header (addressed TO: English 300 Participants) 

• Introduction: identi fy/briefly summarize the issue to be addressed and the 
need to address it 

• Long and Short-Torm Goals (headers may reflect these) 

• Headers fo r each step/ action/ text you propose: explain/ detail the proposed 
action, along with possible dates, times, locations, costs, types of text and 
activi ties, number of people involved, etc. and follow each with a short 
rationale. 

• Conclusion: Should include a call for others to join you in action, invitation 
for fee dback, and any contact in formation (director of an organ ization, 
names/ addresses/ phone numbers of people who will need to be contacted, 
your email). 

Other Considerations: 
To be strategic, plans need to include a variety of discourse and/ or actions. Propose a combi

nation of at least 4 (3 of which must be written) forms of discourse / action: petitions, news 

releases, buttons, flyers , tri-fold displays, brochures, handouts, letters, direct actions, puppet 

or street theatre, etc .. .. 
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Appendix B 
Portfolio #2: Writing for Community and Civic Purposes 

Purpose and Audience: This unit of our class gives you the opportunity to write fo r 

audiences beyond the academy-for the communities (local, regional , and / or national) and 

organizations to which you belong. Your writing may serve a varie ty of purposes: communi

ty building, recruiting, organizational, protest or promotion of an idea, practice, or cause, etc. 

Your primary audience might be restricted to members of the immediate community (as in 

the case of a church bulletin or organizational newsletter), or it might include a broader pub

lic (as in the case of a letter to the editor of a newspaper or magazine). Keeping a clear sense 

of purpose and primary, secondary, and even tertiary audiences in mind will help you be t

ter choose from options for tone, style, content, design , and delivery. 

Communities may be geographic places, but you should thi nk more broadly in terms 

of communities as groups of citizens brought together out of common interes ts, values, and 

concerns. Thus, a sorority or fraternity or other ca mpus organization may be a community 

to which you belong. A church or volunteer organization may be ye t anothe r. You may be a 

member of a disenfranchised group. As a registered voter and litera te person, you have civic 

responsibilities as a member of our democratic community. 

For this portfolio, you must include: One set of collaboratively produced civic/ com

munity texts (2-4 writers may work together): a set of texts designed for an activist tabling 

event; a set of texts for a civic/ community organization; a set of texts for a political campaign, 

etc. Remember to take a multi-pronged approach, producing/ arranging for 4 or more types 

of action/ texts (a t least 3 texts). Depending upon what is needed, your group may produce 

even more texts . 

Design Considerations: Keeping with our emphasis this semester on giving serious consid

eration to document design in order to increase the rhetorical effectiveness of the texts you 

produ ce, for each piece of writing you produce, you will want to make conscientious design 

choices. Sometimes, with fa irly standard genres like letters to elected offi cials, letters to edi

tors, and news releases, your design options are limited to following the standard organiza

tional structure of the genre. With other texts, like flyers, tracts, brochures, bull etins, tri-fold 

displays, etc., you have more room for crea tivity in design and should, therefore, apply m uch 

of the design advice we have discussed this semester. 

What to include in your portfolio: 

• preliminary and polished versions of each text 

• peer review sheets 



• a writer's statement for each text, identifying: target audience(s), purpose, 
context in which the document would be presented or appear, and any other 
design features you want to call attention to; notes about the range of actions 
you engaged in. ****collaborative co ntribution assessments 

Appendix C 
Collaborative Writing Contribution Assessment 

Individual 's Name 

Names of Your Tham Members 

Project Description (tell us the problem/ issue / organization you designed texts to address, 
noting the range of texts the whole group produced): 

Detail below all of the ways you contributed to the project: 

Brainstorming for topics and/ or types of texts 

Meeting in class with peers (tell which days and what you did in class on that day) 
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Meeting outside of class with peers (tell where you met, with whom , and what you did) 

Working independently on the project (fact finding, crea ting preliminary drafts, sitting at a 
table, revisi ng a text, securing a table .... any / all things you did by you rself) 

List below names of all other participants and describe each person's contributions to (or lack 
of contributions to) the project: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 
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